BREAD TAGS FOR WHEELCHAIRS
COLOUR SORTING PLASTIC BREAD TAGS
Thank you for offering to colour sort bread tags for us. Here are a few tips:
 Please re-use bags for sorted tags (we definitely don’t want to cause any new plastic to be manufactured!) If
you are in Adelaide, we’ll provide you with used bread bags or used ziplock bags, but otherwise any used bag
you have is fine. If you are sorting small quantities, paper bags are also an option.
 Please tie off bread bags with one or two bread tags. Knots are hard to undo!
 Don’t worry if all the bags you return to us are not full. We’ll fill them up with tags from other colour sorters.
 Our recycler only accepts tags, so please remove anything that is not a plastic bread tag. Any size tag is
acceptable, and broken tags are fine. If possible, please recycle / compost any other items you find.
Cardboard tags can be composted, or recycled inside an envelope.
Please separate each common, standard colour into a different bag:

White

Red

Orange

Yellow

Beige

Green

Blue

Bakers Delight

Brown

Sometimes you may find different, usually brightly coloured tags, e.g. in red, orange or green. If there are just a
few of these, please put them all together in a separate bag. If there are a lot of tags in any one colour, you can
use a separate bag for that colour too.
Keep
these
separate
It is helpful but not essential to keep any white tags with a paper label or a residual blob of glue on them in a
separate bag. There is no need to remove the paper or glue. Our recycler uses these as filling for e.g. boards.
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